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Tutorial: 
Composite optimization of a skateboard 

with OptiStruct 
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1. Introduction  
This tutorial should help students and young engineers to get an easy access and to gain first 
experiences in composite analysis and optimization. The first part is a general overview about 
the composite topic. The second part explains how to realize the analysis and the several 
optimization possibilities on the example of a carbon skateboard. This tutorial based on the first 
HyperWorks for Mac version 11.0. (Hint: The menus are located the same way as in the windows 
version.)  

1.1 What is a composite?  

In the recent past composites became more and more to a significant topic for innovative 
engineering solutions. At this point of time they are the best alternative for steel and 
comparable metals in terms of stiffness, mechanical properties and weight saving. In general 
composites are made out of fibers, which are embedded in a complex polymer matrix. The most 
common synthetic fibers consist of carbon(PAN), glass, polyamide, polyester, metal, 
Polymethacrylimid (Rohacell) or aramids (PTFE+PA->Kevlar, DuPont Company), which are used 
in different delivery forms, like rovings, layings, mats, fleeces, tapes or textile sleeves. In the 
past, engineers have also made several attempts with natural fibers like flax, sisal, burlap or 
lines but the advantages are less than promising. In contrast to natural fibers the synthetic fibers 
have consistent shape and the reproducibility can be ensured. Independent from the 
exceptional advantages, composites are unsuitable for serial manufacturing and the design 
flexibility is not as possible as on metal. Furthermore the fibers are highly expensive (simple 
carbon fiber (Rayon) price about 70€ per square meter). In addition it should be mentioned that 
the recycling of such materials is problematic and expensive - the most promising technology 
today, is to separate the fibers and the polymer in a pyrolysis reactor with liquid zinc. 
Nevertheless these materials are an incomparable capability for engineering solutions in the 
future.  

1.2 Engineering idea & implementing  

The simulation and optimization of composite structure can be realized in several ways. The 
approach for the simulation is to define the different plies either as shell models or as solid 
models. In case of solids one has to generate each ply as a solid. The approach for an 
optimization occurred in three phases:  

1.2.1 Concept  
The first one permits the setting of the fiber angles  

1.2.2 Dimension  
The second one determines how many plies of each shape will be need  

1.2.3 Sequence  
The last one allows finding the optimal stacking order. 6 

 
This optimization-cycle is the usual way used in industry. These phases can be applied 
independently, but it is recommended to use them together as a three-phase integrated process 
to access from design concept to completion. This is particularly important when manufacturing 
constraints need to be considered. The specific material properties have been determined in 
different material tests and were documented in data sheets. This implies for virtual 
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engineering: all of the composite settings found on these material data sheets and as a 
consequence they have to be as correct as possible. 

2. Project carbon skate board- Setup 
In this session we will learn about how to setup a composite skateboard for linear static 
analysis. 

2.1. Load/Import geometry 

Open a new HyperMesh session, choose Optistruct as user profile and load the 
skateboard.hm file from your working directory. It is better to maintain working 
directory to organize file and avoid confusion. 

2.2. Mesh the geometry 

Take sometime and observe the geometry. You can see the geometry was split into four 
parts along the x-axis. The participation along the x-axis helps to distinguish the 
different parts of the skateboard (axes, treads and the rest parts). You can check the 
right assignment by clicking in the model browser on the respective geometry parts . 
 
On the other hand the geometry was split along the y-axis to simplify and accelerate the 
next steps. Open the 2D automesh panel, select the shown surfaces and use the settings 
below: 

 
 
When you are done with all settings as above, mesh the surfaces, check the pre-mesh 
and click return twice to exit from the panel. Take time to improve the mesh if 
necessary.  
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Since the model is symmetry about X-axis, we are going to reflect the mesh along the X-
axis. This is a good practice to perform reflect on symmetric model to save time. Go to 
tool page and select reflect panel. Select the displayed elements, duplicate them to their 
original components and reflect them to the other side around the X-axis. 
 

 
 
2.2.1. Checking element normal 
First of all it should be mentioned that the created mesh effects different element 
normal directions. The implementing based on the fact that the plies are listed upwards 
from the bottom surface depending on the element’s normal direction. So we have to 
align all element normals to the same direction. Therefore open the 2D menu and 
choose the ‘composite’ panel. Select all elements, set the size value to 10.0 and click on 
‘display normals’. You can see some normals deviates from the other ones: 
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2.2.2. Checking element orientation 
It is necessary to define the material direction. This will become the reference for fiber 
orientation (angle) later in this tutorial. Fiber orientation is essential for the physical 
properties of composite materials. Say for example, if my material direction is along X-
axis then that means the stronger fiber direction is along X-axis (0o angle). Have a closer 
look on the picture below for a better comprehension. 
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In general for anisotropic elements by default the material coordinate system is 
equivalence to the element coordinate system. The element x-axis aligned with grid 1-2 
and the z-axis refers to the same direction like the normal. Work with the same panel as 
before and activate the ‘material orientation’ submenu. Select all elements and click 
review and observe the current material orientation.    

                               
Reselect the elements again and use the global coordinate system for the assignment. 
Ensure all vectors were assigned along the x-axis direction. 
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2.3. Creating Material 

Hyperlaminate is an easy to use module on HyperMesh to create, review and edit 
material data and plies for composite laminate. In this tutorial we will use 
HyperLaminate module to create orthotropic material data. 
 
Go to 2D page and click HyperLamiate. Alternatively, you can also find HyperLamniate 
from Materials Menu. 
 

 
 

Enter the material properties as shown in the above picture. 
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2.4. Ply generation 

In this step you define the fiber assignment (angle) and the thickness for each ply of you 
Laminate. Go on further and create one by one in the model browser referring to the 
chart below. Select all elements for each ply and ensure you don’t forget a card setting. 
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It is appropriate to take time to check the fiber assignments again. Therefor return to 
the composite menu and choose the ‘ply directions’ sub-menu. 

 
 

Take each ply one by one and press  to check the angles. 
 

 
 

 

2.5. Creating Laminate 

The created plies are stacked to form a laminate. Multiple laminates can be used based 
on requirement. Add a new Laminate to your model browser and define the following 
order: 
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2.6. Defining Property 

There are several types of properties that can be used to model a laminate. In 
HyperMesh you can choose between a PCOMP card (zone based, with HyperLaminate), 
PCOMPG card (global zone based, with HyperLaminate) and PLY/STACK/PCOMPP card 
(ply based, in the model browser). The main difference of the PCOMPP card in contrast 
to the other ones is the external information relationship. That implies that the ply 
definition; the stacking order; the assignment and the thickness are defined separately 
in other cards (PLY, STACK, and LAMINATE). So the PCOMPP card is used to create 
composite properties through the ply-based definition. Compared with the PCOMPP 
card you can define all things directly within the PCOMP/G card. A zone based laminate 
is divided in several parts (zones) which anon consist of several plies (one stack of plies 
per part). Zones are typically defined to simplify the design interpretation process and 
improve manufacturability but the design freedom is less extended. 
 
A ply based composite modeling allows the user to simply focus on the physical buildup 
of the composite structure. Moreover it eliminates the burden associated with 
identifying patches (PCOMPs) of unique lay-ups, which can be especially complicated for 
a free-sizing generated design. Generate a new property called ‘CFK prop’ in the model 
browser by right clicking in it. Choose card image ‘PCOMPP’ and assign the created 
Carbon material.  
 
Take time to check the card edit panel of your property and append the shown settings: 
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Assign all elements to the ‘PCOMPP’ property and switch your visualization settings as 
shown below to see whether all is done as desired: 
 

 
 

2.7. Loads and BC’s 

In this part we will prepare two different load-cases for the analysis and also for the 
optimization later.  
In General let’s assume the skateboarder weighs 70 kilograms – to make it safer we 
assume 100 kilograms (1000 Newton). Further the board is mounted on two axes in a 
distance of about 720 mm. 
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2.7.1. The first loadcase (run on wheels) 
In this case we distribute the load equally apportioned between the two treads. To 
implement this, create a new load collector called ‘press_treads’. Open the pressure 
sub-panel and adjust these settings: 

 

 
 
2.7.2 The second loadcase (take run-up) 
Now we concentrate the load on the middle of the board area. Go on further and create 
a new load collector called ‘press_middle’. Repeat the step before with the following 
settings: 
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2.7.3 Constraints 
The mounting of the skateboard needs to be idealized because there are a lot of 
opportunities how the skateboard could behave. To simplify the boundary conditions 
we assume the axes are both completely fixed. 

 Creating RBE2 Elements 
For a better implementing we can use RBE2 elements which represents the center of 
the respective axis. The distance between axes and board is about 55 mm. Therefor 
create a new component called ‘RBE2’ and open the 1D/Rigids panel. Select the shown 
nodes and add one rigid on each axis. 

 
Go on further and switch to the Analysis/ constraints sub-menu. Fix all degrees of 
freedom except rotation about y axis. 
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2.7.4 Defining Loadcases 
Continue and generate the two different linear static loadcases. Use the ‘press_treads’/ 
SPC’s for the first loadcase and the ‘press_middle’/ SPC’s for the second one. 

   
 

2.8 Analysis 

2.8.1 Global Output Request 
Before the analysis run it make sense to define exactly the output. Open the Analysis 
panel/ control cards and search for the ‘global output request’ button. 

   

 

 
 
2.8.2 Run the Analysis 
Quit the control cards panel and go on to the optistruct panel. It is recommended you 
save the calculation files (.fem, etc.) to a separate directory to keep track of your data. 
Start the analysis. 
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2.8.3 Outfile 
Take time to check your Outfile. This file contains several expedient information. For 
instance you receive more details about the model in general, the settings you’ve done 
and hints refer to the analysis. 

 

2.9 Post processing 

2.9.1 Loadcase 1 

Open Hyperview, switch to the contour panel  and have a closer look to the displacement. 
First of all you can see the legend shows a maximum displacement of about 0.05 mm. 

 For a better visualization it is appropriate to use the ‘result view’ browser  on the upper 
left hand side. Here you have among other things the possibility to display the maximum 
displacements with vectors:  
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Furthermore the point of interest is the element stress. 

 
 
2.9.2 Loadcase 2 
Activate the second loadcase to see the results in detail. First reduce the deformation 
scale to receive a more realistic impression. Set the value downwards to 0.5. 

     
Return to the contour panel and have a closer look again on the maximum 
displacement. You can also utilize again the result view to display the different modulus.  
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3 Project Carbon Skateboard – Optimization 

3.1 Introduction 

There are comprehensive optimization opportunities in Optistruct to achieve 
improvements on composite models. In general as mentioned previously, one have the 
possibilities to make a free- size optimization, a size- optimization or a ply stacking 
optimization independent of each other. Further it should be mentioned that it is really 
important to considering all loadcases in an optimization-cycle otherwise the 
component will fail later on. See that composite manufacturing is a process of stacking 
and curing there are inevitable fabrication constraints which should be considered. For 
instance, one such typical constraint for carbon is that plies of one orientation cannot be 
stacked successively for more than 3 or 4 plies. Such areas of predominantly single fiber 
orientation would evoke a less reliable behavior. Optistruct provides a lot of free-sizing 
constraints:  

 Lower and upper bounds on the total thickness of the laminate.  
 Lower and upper bounds on the thickness of individual orientations.  
 Lower and upper bounds on the thickness percentage of individual orientations.  
 Constant thickness of individual orientations.  
 Thickness balancing between two given orientations.  
 generic manufacturing constraints, pattern grouping or member size control  

 
In addition the solver can implement different constraints in different areas while saving 
the continuity of plies. In this optimization sequence we want to achieve weight and 
cost saving with consideration of some manufacturing constraints. 
 
3.1.1 The Optimization Approach 
Though, there are several optimization techniques available; in this tutorial we will try 
to maximize the stiffness in general, of the board associated with a weight reduction of 
the same. 
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3.2 Phase 1 – Free-Size Optimization  

3.2.1 The Super-Ply Concept  
Free size optimization of composite structures creates a design concept.  By varying the 
thickness of each ply with a particular fiber orientation for every element, the total 
laminate thickness can change ‘continuously’ throughout the structure, and at the same 
time, the optimal composition of the composite laminate at every point (element) is 
achieved simultaneously.  At this stage, a super-ply concept should be adopted, in which 
each available fiber orientation is assigned a super-ply whose thickness is free-sized.  In 
other words, a super-ply is the total designable thickness of a particular fiber 
orientation.  
3.2.2 Phase 1 - Free-Size Optimization Setup 
This phase of optimization creates a design concept in general. It answers your question 
“what should be the thickness for a particular orientation?”  

In this tutorial we narrow down to a variation of  plies. For an 
advanced optimization and to obtain a higher performance it is appropriate to vary plies 
with more different angles.   
 

 
 

 Defining Design Variables 
Start with a new ‘free size’ design variable. Set the type to ‘STACK’ as shown below and 
append your laminate. Ensure you create Free Size design variables before going ahead.  
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 Manufacturing Constraints 
Here we create manufacturing constraints for the laminate thickness. Switch to 
composites option in free size panel and enter the values shown in the following 
picture: 

   
This means we are applying constraints 
to limit the total laminate thickness not 
less than 5mm and not more than 
12mm. 
 
 
For a symmetric result it makes sense to activate the ‘balance’ option. The symmetry 
plane is perpendicular to the x-axis. 

 
 Defining Responses 

A general optimization problem can be stated as a function subjected to a set of 
variables. These variables are called as responses. All constraint functions and the 
objective function in an optimization problem must refer to responses. 
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 Optimization Constraints 
Our objective is to reduce the overall weight of the board and make it stiffer enough at 
the same time. At the beginning the total mass of the board is approximately 4Kgs with 
a total laminate thickness of 10mm and the maximum static displacement is approx. 
1mm for a 100Kg Skater. 
 
Now, we have to design a board which should not deform beyond 2mm. That is the 
maximum static displacement should not be more than 2mm. 
We are going to set an optimization design constraint for maximum displacement 5mm 
in the Z-direction. 
 
Create a displacement constraint with lower bound to -2mm. from static analysis results 
the maximum displacement is 1mm in –ve Z-direction. We are restricting the board not 
to deform beyond 2mm in the –ve Z-direction. Select both the load cases. 
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 The Objective Function 
The objective of our project is to reduce the weight of the skate board. Here, we create 
an objective function to minimize mass and also make it stiffer at the same time. 
Go to objective panel and toggle max to min on the left and select the response 
Res_Mass. 

 
 Control Cards 

To ensure that the design information will be conveyed to the size optimization, we 
append some advanced settings in the control card panel: 

 
 Manufacturing constraints 

Here in this part we are going to add few manufacturing constraints for composite plies, 
like minimum manufacturability thickness for ply, ply percentage, etc… 

Go to free size panel and switch to composite option. Click  and enter the 
constraints as shown in below picture. Couple of constraints are discussed below:  
 
PLYMAN- this is the manufacturability thickness for each ply. You can set it to a 
particular angled ply or to a single or for the whole range of plies. 
 
PLYPCT- plies thickness percentage in the laminate. For instance you can specify that the 
minimum and maximum thickness percentage for 0o plies in your laminate. 

 
 

 Check-up & run 
 
Before we start the optimization run it is advisable to check up all input data. 
Optimization runs are often time consuming and effect high computer capacity 
utilization. To initiate the ‘check’ run, open the Optistruct panel and set the ‘run option’ 
to ‘check’.  
You should receive the following feedback: 
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Once the checkup is done, run the optimization. 

 
3.2.3 Phase 1 - Free-Size Optimization Results 
Have a look into your ‘outfile’ file and search for the last iteration. See the results: 

 

 
3.2.4 Element Thickness, Orientation Thickness and Ply Thicknesses 
Quit the Outfile and change to HyperView. Select the last iteration from the upper left 
hand side and apply the ‘element thickness’ visualization in the contour panel. 
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3.2.5 Ply Thicknesses in Detail 

 

3.3 Phase 2 – Size Optimization 

This Part attends to the Ply-Bundle Size Optimization. The approach of this method is to 
tare the best thickness for each ply-bundle considering manufacturing constraints. You 
see the plies from free size are not manufacturable. To improve this one can organize 
multiple plies of the same layout together to a so called ‘ply bundle’. The bundle 
thickness will be adjusted in a ‘discrete’ optimization way. The aim is to obtain feasible 
thicknesses which can be produced within usual standards. 
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3.3.1 Import free sized model 
In the output folder of your working directory you will see a free sized model 
(modelname.5.fem). This is the model after free size optimization. Import this model in 
a new HyperMesh session. 

 
 
Have a look in your model tree. In the ply area you can see that all plies were listed 
separate. Further you will notice that for each ply there was a size design variable 
created in the design variable section. At this stage, it is advisable to rename the 
‘DesBoard’ to ‘DesSize’. In addition relationships between the single ply design variables 
and the property has been created.  
You can activate the 3D and composite view to get an impression of the free-size 
structures. 
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3.3.2 Advanced Ply-Layout Modifying 

Under PLY you will notice that the plies were separated into four layouts referring to the 
orientation. 

 
Use the following values for respective Autoply: 
 

 
 
To improve the manufacturability for each ply, we specify a manufacturing thickness 
value (TMANUF). TMANUF defines the thickness of one manufacturable ply.  This 
parameter is used during sizing optimization to automatically create discrete design 
variables such that the thickness of the ply bundle is equal to a multiple of TMANUF. 
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Modify the output entry in the Analysis/ control cards panel: 
 

 
3.3.3 Check-run and Phase 2 Optimization Run 
Do a check run to ensure necessary inputs are defined.. Based on this you can start the 
optimization run. Ensure you save your size optimization files to a separate directory. 
 
At the end of the optimization run, you will see the following message: 
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3.3.4 Size Optimization Results 
Open animation results in HyperView and check the thickness contours. 
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3.4 Phase 2 – Structural analysis results for size optimized model 
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3.5 Phase 3 – Ply Bundle Stacking Optimization 

In this phase, an optimal shuffling sequence is generated for the loads and BCs’ applied, 
that is which ply should go where in the laminate. Import the 
modelname_size_shuffling.fem file in a new HyperMesh session. 
 
Have a look into the laminate. You may find couple of plies missing. This is because their 
contribution for the laminate is not required.  

 
 
3.5.1. Shuffling constraints 
Here, we apply few shuffling constraints. Go to Optimization panel and enter composite 
shuffle option. A DSHUFFLE card is already available. Click review the card. 
Go to Parameters in the same option. Click edit the shuffling constraints as shown 
below: 
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‘MAXSUCC = 2’ effects that a maximum of 2 plies of the same orientation will 
sequenced. 

 
 
Click return and remain in same panel. Activate paring constraint and enter as below: 
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Before running the analysis, output the following using control cards on analysis page: 
 

 
 
3.5.2 Check run and shuffling optimization run 

Start the optimization with previous check run and open the ‘outfile’ for the results: 

 
 
In the current working directory you can find the shuffle result file which displays the 

new ply bundle stacking order:  
 
The image below shows the history of the shuffling optimization.  The columns 
represent the global trend of the ply stacking sequence at a particular iteration, with the 
last column being the final solution. 
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3.6. Results after shuffling optimization 

Perform a quick analysis on the shuffled model to find out whether it satisfied the 
design constraints. 
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4 Summary 

Weight comparison 

 
 


